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Stud•nts wishing to help
ntHHir childf'6n by collecting for
UNICEF on H•lloween m11y pick
up th-'r oHicilll boxes 11t thf
LOBO oHice, 138 Marron H11/l.
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Funds Disputed
WASHINGTON (UPI) .• ~The Fede.-al Drug
But •columnists Jack Cloherty and Bob Owens
Enforcement Administrat~on (DEA) paip ·nearly $8 · interviewed DEA officials· who disagreed and said the
million. in 1976 and $3.19 million ih the first half·of use of such fund~t is necessary io crack major drug
this year to purchase narcotics and information, two . rings.
Los Angeles Tiltles columnists reported Sunday~
Overseas, DEA does spend most of .it.s money on
infonpation,
since the purchase of drugs is banned in
The cQiumnists quoted· one unidentified narcotics
D:!any
na~ions.
··
analyst as claiming the money. ·act~ally helps drug DEA officiids record major information buys with
dealers by creating a market for them among police
and narcotics agents; and tbe drug and information , the Internal Revenue Service so that the informant will
have to pay tax on the inc6me.
.
purchases do not always lead to arrests. : ·
Information must be corraborated and drugs must
be checked for authenticity before any mpre deals are
"It.'s just creating a crime to catch a cr~ok, '' said
rpade, the columnist said.
·
one knowledgable observer. ·
·
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made up of personnel from four
-•
department~ (biology, chemistry,
psychology and .english), will
The College of Arts and S~iepce~ .. program's. coordinator, explained
"'
:
is implementing a new progra.m to· .that the Health Sciences Committee "examine GPAs, letters of
...
·.
. aid those·students seeking en~ra!lC!= i~ . Jieing formed to .review ap- recommendation from faculty
to medical, dental or veterinary · plications to the professional members and test scores directly
schools.
.
·
·,' ·. ·.. · ·. schoois ·more carefully and more · related to the professional
The program, which will: 1M: in · ·efficiently than the previous schools." The HSC, which is being
full'swjng by the spring of 1978, is. method of screening..
..
., assembled, ~iU begin operation
,.
•
·
designed· to offer _students '·mort·: . ~~App~icadon~ were tevie~ed o~. next spring. : ·
complete adviser:neilt cgncemitij ·~a,! iniJiviiJual basis~:· he said. "We
A second ImPortant addition has
tht. .,_pow.nKI·ti'flt:k
one of the •ne'IJy-utll~ .de.vlc•l
entrance requirements, and wili·JJp.. feel that a ,committee would be been introduced to supplement the
dlap'-r lit th~ Albuqwrqw Conv.,.tlon'thls wHI!.,.d. ··. · ·:
••
date the current screening process · 'better . ·able to· judge a student's ~SC. Student advisement will be
. ·,\ ·~
of school applicants through. the~·· quillifications."
augmented with orientation
·. ::
formation of a Health Sciences·. , · _yer~ardos said the committee, . sessions created to familiarize pre-~ J-------------------:~---.....:.~.~_...,.-,.~.
.. .. .......
medical, pre-dental, and pre~ i._.'
• · ·'
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By RUSSELL ALBERTJ .· .. · . : Committee(HSC).
LOBO Staff Writer· · ·,. ' · · . ·. Dr. Thomas Vernardos, the
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Koreag •.te C&se
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Rests

on- ,Accused

WASHINGTON (UP I) ..:..:.: . Th~·: · vestigators since h~ was indicted on
Justice Department's hopes .. of.'· 3'6 counts in mid~August. He. is
cracking the Korean influence- · ·believed to be the key to unraveling
buying scandal now appear to ·rest :the plan traced to as long ago as
with .pressuring two other· defen-; ·1968.
dants· to . become government.
(cont. on pege 31
witnesses, sources close to ·the ·
-investigationsaidsunday.
··
· The continued refusal of rice
merchant and former Washington
·socialite Tongsun Park to
cooperate means investigators must
look to his accused co-conspirators
- Former Rep. Richard Hanna, D. Calif., and Korean-born business
By COLLEEN CURRAN
mari Hanclio Kin - for vital
LOBO Staff Writer
evidence. '
·
Grand juries are being used .bY
· Investigators also will continue to the federal government to aid U.S.
release documents embarrassing to .. intelligence agencies in obtaining
the Seoul government in an effort information on Chicano and
to prod it into providing access to . ·Puerto Rican activist movements,
Park and to other information, the Tony Lopez, an attorney for the
sources said.
Tierra Amarilla Defense Com~
The Seoul regime still denies any mittee, sai~.
·
involvement in the alleged scheme
Lopez made the accusation in a
to prevent cuts in O~s. aid to Korea ~>speech at an Albuquerque Militant
by lavishing money, gifts and other Forum; in the New Mexico Union
·
Building.
· favors on congressmen.
But investigators do )lot plan to . His. speech was about Pedro
let the case "die down,'' a source Archuleta, a Chicanci from Tierra
continue releasing Amarilla, who is being held in jail
said, and
Park's documents in a manner that in Chicago for refusing to. testify
. . ironically could cost the l(orean before a grand jury there.
government the very aid the .plan
Archuleta reftJSed to testify
was designed to protect.
because he said he ,belieVed the
''President Carter is proposing grand jury was being manipulated·
$800 million worth of am:as to be by the FBI to help obtain in..
turned over to the Koreans,'' one formation about. the Chicano
official said. "Cong~ess may just movement in the So~thwest, and
say, "The hell with them;"
the Puerto RiCan Independence
P.ark, alleged to . be the central !DOVement in Chicago and New
figure! in the plot, has remained in York, Lopez said.
He said grand juries are being
Seoul and out of teach of in•

~i;~~~'~::i~:!;.~~·:~ Whale Huntirig . .:e.~:~/}

The first of these orientations,
for pre-med students. will be held
Wednesday, Oct. 26 at 6:30p.m. in
room 170 of the AnthropoIogy
building. Speakers will include
Asst. Dean Diane Klepper, of the
School of Medicine; Dr. Frank
Steiner of the Biomedical Communications Dept. and Ann Smith
of the UNM Testing Center.

Chicano Attorney Says

'T h •eate· ns'E.s.k···.m;
· · : · ··s··. . . .·. ..
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WASHINGTON
(UPI)
(JWC) oan on .Eskimo tuinting q( ' .
Government attorneys argued bowheads. .
•·
•
•
Sunday that whales would 'be
"To file an·objection'at this.tim'e •
slaughtered worldwide if the United could result in·. the complet'e
States formally obJected to an . dissolution of the JWC a viable.
International Whaling Commission means of regulating whale~ and
possibly threaten the al!hievements·
and efforts of the United States in
conservation and environmental
protection/' the Justice' Dept. said
in a legal brief filed with the u.s.
Court of Appeals. ·
The Alaskan Whaling Com~
mission, a' group of Eskimo
prevent one government. agency whaling captains; won a temporary
from telling another·what it heard? order Friday from U.S. District
In this case, the government Judge John Sirica, who ordered the
convened the grand jury primarily State Dept. to file the objection by
to investigate and come up with 6 p.m. today.
The )ust.ice Dept. is appealing
evidence they didn't have before."
Sirica's
decision in hopes.of getting
Archuleta was subpoenaed by
the order, so that the State
a
stay
on
grand juries in New York and
.
Dept.
will
not have to file the
.Chicago to investigate alleged
objection.
. connections between him and the
The IWC is composed of a group
Fuerzas Armadas ·'de Liberacion
of
whaling nations which recently
Nacional (F ALN), a Puerto Rican
agreed
to allow scientists· to set
Independence group, Lopez said..
whaling
quotas. Previously,
On June 30 in New York, a
decisions
Were
based on economic
federal judge asked Ar~culeta if he
factors.
Other JWC ·
and
political
had turned over any dynamite to
rulings
sharply
re.ducing
the
the FALN. He refused to ~nswer.
kill
.
of
sperm
whales
Japanese
The FALN has taken credit (or
severai bonbings, the latest in caused strikes in that nation .
The State Dept. said that instead
August at the u.s. Defense. Dept.
of
filing the objection ~ an official
and Mobil Oil headquarters in
declaration that a ·nation has
Manhattan.
disregarded IWC rules -. it wilt
Archuleta had worked on the return to the IWC later this year
construction nf the Heron Lake with a plan for a limited hunt and
Dam, near Tierra Amarilla, Lopez bowhead conservation program.
said .•
The move will· be in .. time for the
Because of this, Archuleta was
next seal hunt which will take place
~ing i~vestigated liJ an effort by
this spring.
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FBI 'Uses' Grand Juries
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LOBOphoio by Phylliat<ushnor

· Tony Lopez

.
used by U.S. intelligence agencies
to· obtain information on the
movements which they had not
previously known and which could
be used against members of those
movements in coun.
"The grand jury is not a court of
law," Lopez said, "but what's to
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Smith Calls for Changes

\l7~:fjlfJ)

Peace Plan Denounced
SALISBURY, Rhodesia (UP I)Prime Minister Ian Smith said
Sunday any cease-fire in the fiveyear guerrilla war would be impossible until a constitution
proividing for Black majority rule
has been accepted by Whites and
Blacks in Rhodesia.
At the same time, he said the
current U.S. -British peace plan for
the White regime has virtually no
chance of success unless the western
allies back down on their proposal
to replace the Rhodesian army wiih
a force made up of guerrillas.
Smith's gloomy predictions
concerned the forthcoming visits of
Fieid Marshal Lord Carve~,
•
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designated by Britain to govern
Rhodesia during a pre-majority rule
interim period, and Indian Lt. Gen.
Premchand, a special United
Nations representative.

Votes· Cast
On Canal
PANAMA CITY, Panama (UPI)
- A landslide vote in favor of the
new Panama Canal, Treaties appea red assured Sunday in a
nationwide plebiscite that drew
long Jines of voters at polling
stations.
..
Gcn ?mar Torn)os, Panamanian
head of government, told reporters
he was c~mfident of a vic~ory for
the treahes, but h~ dechned to
speculate on the margm,
'.'~ was aware that t~is people was
wattmg for a reply wtth votes and
not with boJts, rifles or cannons,"
he said.
There appeared to be .a massive
turnout of the 800,000 eligible
voters to vote "si" or "no" on the
treaties, ·which turn over control of
the canal and its adjacent, zone to
Panama by the year 2000 and
permit the United States to interyene to guarantee its neutrality.

Speaking to Rhodesian reporters
in a televised panel 'discussion,
.Smith said the alternative to the
U,S. - British plan still is an "internal settlement" that would
exclude militant Black nationalists
based abroad.
Of Carver and Chand, who are
expected here Nov. 2. Smith said,
"As I understand it, . they are
coming here specifically to
ascertain whether they can help
bring about a cease-fire or not."
He said it would be "a very
difficult task; in some 'ways almost
impossible, because 1 think the
British government has put the cart
before the horse in.this exercise."
"There is nothing which all of us
: want more than a cease-fire."
Smith said, but he added that trying
to achieve a cease-fire before a
majority rule constitution is drafted
and accepted by the parties concerned is ''well nigh an impossibility.",
·
"I cannot see this initiative
succeeding," Smith said. "This is
my absolute honest assessment."
Noting the guerrilla war is
claiming hundreds of lives, Smith
said he hoped the visits "won't be
exploratory. We haven't got time
for exploratory visits. Time is of tlie
essence.''
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{cont. from page
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Koreagate

11

Last week, he refused Justice
Dept. offers of leniency - and
probable
i.mmunity
from
prosecution -if he would return to
Washington to testify in the case.
Sources say prosecutors are now
doubtful they will be able to get to
the core of the scandal or trace
many payoffs unless either:
- Park and the South Korean
government relel).t under diplomatic
pressure and agree to cooperate;
- Or the two others indicted as
conspirators - Hanna and Kimprovide testimony in hopes of
getting leniency or immunity under

-

'•

Prince Rejects U.S. Amour
SAN FRANCISCO :__The British Consulate, bombarded by phone
calls from peopl~ who want Prince Charles to meet their daughters
said Sunday he won't have time for an "amorous interlude" when h~
visits San Francisco this week.
The consulate has been receiving day-and-night calls as well as
letters from residents pointing out the virtues of ~heir daughters.
But consulate spokesman Donald Stokes said of the anxious callers
"I can assure them that Prince Charles will not have one second fre~
to indulge in any kind of amorous interlude."
Charles, 29-year-old heir to the British crown, is scheduled to arrive
in San Francisco Thursday as part of a 12-day, nine-city tour of the
United States.

Organs: A Key to Life

"the threat of a heavy ;ail sentence.''
Without Park, the Justice Dept.
"cannot effectively prosecute , .
. many more people besides Hanna"
and possible Kim, a reliable source
told UP I.
Whether there is enough evidence
to convict Hanna or Kim and apply
the needed pressure thus becomes
the key question.
. Hanna is accused of helping
hatch the plot and of targeting
congressmen for Koream agents to
approach. Kim is charged with
conspiring to \listribute up to
$600,000 to U.S. officials.

Tierra Amarilla:

Stay Out U.S. Says lris~man

Donations Needed

•

If you needed a kidney or were
blind or needed a vital organ to live
a normal life, would you be able to
getone?
.
Advances in medical science now.
make it possible to replace a variety
of malfunctioning human organs.
For instance, since 1954 thousands
of kidney transplants have taken'
place. Techniques for transplanting
kidneys and corneas are currentl_Y
the most advanced, but progress ts
also being made in overcoming·
transplantation problems con-

• • •

•

Whales

(cont. from pago 1}

DUBLIN, Ireland - The political chief of the outlawed Irish
Republican Amy (IRA) Sunday warned the United States to stay out
of Northern Ireland and denounced the Nobel Peace Prize-winning
Northern Ireland peace movement.
Addressing the tightly guarded annual two-day convention of Sinn
Fein, tile IRA's political wing, Rory O'Brady welcomed President
Carter's recent references to Northern Ireland "in that they help to
internationalize our struggle."
O'Brady said he wanted U.S. help and the aid of other big powers
to· force the British out.
"But we want America and the rest of the big powers to respect the
sovereignty of the Irish people and to stay out of Ireland themselves "
he said.
'

The Eskimos argue the ban on
whaling threatens their culture and
the goyernment is not considering
its responsibility to the n!jtives.
In addition, the Eskimos said the
government failed to prepare an
environmental impact statement on
the whaling ban and failed to
consult with the Marine Mammal
·
Commission.
The National Wildlife Federation
filed a friend of the court brief in
the case arguing the government

(cont, from page 1l

U.S. intelligence agencies to
connect the Chicano and FALN
movements in a nationwide Latino
conspiracy, Lopez.said.
Lopez called the grand jury
system "an inquisition. It's a
system tp make informers out out
of everybody,. Even if they gave
you total immunity, you still rat on
your friends."

Archuleta was one of the
founders of La Clin,ica, a health
facility in Tiera Amarilla, and La
Cooperacion del Pueblo, a
cooperative farming and welfare
rights program. He was also a
member of the National Commission of Hispanic Affairs,
sponsored by the Episcopal
Church, La Raza Unida and a land
grant activist.

Home. of the WHOPPER®
~

BURGER

KING

~

Three locations
Good only at
Menaul at San Mateo
Coronado Center
5230 Fourth St. N.W.

\

nected with the liver, pancreas,
heart, bone and other tissue.
Organs for transplantation are
donated by individuals like
yourself, with the donation going
into effect at the time of death.
There are people who need organ
donations in order ot live and see.
Thousands of lives are lost each
year because there aren't enough
donors of vital organs. A donated
organ, successfully transplanted, is
literally the gift of life.
The UNM Circle K Club is

has prepared an adequate environmental impact statement on
bowheads.
The Federal Appeals Court has
scheduled oral arguments for
today.
The bowhead whale, with 20
inches of blubber, is listed as endangered under both U.S. law and
an international treaty on trade in
endangered species.
Commercial
whaling
for
bowheads has been prohibited since
1931. .

currently holding an Organ
Donation Drive on the mall on
Thursday and Friday from J'J a.m •
to 3.

DEH Tests
Emissions
On Cars
Free car ~~~~~~stons checks will be
given by Albuquerque's Department of Environmental Health
(DEH) Oct. 25 through 29,
November I and 5 and November
8, according to a DEH statement.
The test checks. the exhaust gases
on an infra-fred analyzer, In two
minutes, the test monitors the
proportion of hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxcidc in the car's
emissions to give an idea of how
efl'icicntly the engine burns
gasoline.
Tests will be given from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. on each of these dates:
October ;!5 through 20 and
November I through 5. The test site
will be the Globe Discount Cities on
4th and Menaul and on Lomas near
Louisiana. November 8 through 12
the site will be K·Mart East and
West.

Buy one WHOPPER"'sandwieh,

BURGER get another WHOPPER free.

KING

~
Have it your way..

This offer expires October 31, 1977
Please present this coupon before ordering.
Limit one coupon per customer
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"Lunch For Under s1°0 "

FREE·
BE
(Or· Wine)

1

With The Pnrehase

Double Cheeseburger
and a· medium drink

or One or Our

Super Luliehes

\

80c

WITH COUPON ONLY-EXPIRES 10/30/77

;

Dairy Queen* brazier.
has it all
Food and Dessert
8524 lntliln School NE
3920 Cenfrll SE
630fMBIIIUI NE

.
·
R~~l!lar Size
.2

GENERAL

St·~~~DAES

Specializing in replacement part$
for Toyota, Daf9un, Por$che B. rn'

for the price of one

Complete Voi/<$1~Sgen
Machine Shop

10%

2935 Monts Vigts NE-265-3681

. With this coupon _
..
Valid only at 2300 Central or 12th & 1-40
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PARTS

Alfie

Order

2 piBCBI olli1h, ltsnch lrie~, g crunchiB1

C .Sale

Buy one
. Fro-Yo get second one
of equal value for lc •
I

. (does not include toppings)

Expires Oct. 26, 1977

Coupon Valid 2pm·closing
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Some·thing Smells

I
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.something sm~lls rotten about the UNM Athletic Department's deal
w1th local advertisers to offset some of the cost of printing basketball
and football tickets,
·
This year ·Ken Schultz car dealership will pay $2,000 to <:~dvertise on
the back of tickets for UNM football and basketball games, At halftime
during these games, an announc~ment is made to the crowd of around
20!000 persons .that t~e advertiser is sponsoring a drawing for prizes.
W1nners of the prizes are than selected according to seat numbers.
The two years before this one·, Nino's Bosque Farms Home Center
paid $1,700 annually to advertise on the tickets.
Ike Singer, assistant director of athletics, said the athletic department
sells the advertising rights to help offset the $8,000 cost of printing the
tickets,
Singe! said ':"~hen this idea was first tried three years ago, the UNM
purchasing off1ce asked for bids on the advertising rights but received
no bi,ds. Singer saW the ilepartment then convinced Nino Trujillo, of the
Nino s Bosque Farms Home Center, to give them $1,700 for the rights.
Now bids are opened only to "potential advertisers" which the
athletic department defines as "those who have supported athletics
with donations or those who have indicated support."
We find this. logic baffling.
The reason the purchasing office did not receive any bids three years
ago is because most business men probably didn't see the desirability of
having the name ·Of their business announced to 20,000 spectators (rich
enough to buy basketball and football tickets) at 19 basketball games
and five football games. They also probably didn't see the advantage of
having those winners·being required to come to their stores to pickup
their prizes, and once you get a customer in the store, there's no telling
how much you can sell him.
But now that these advanatages are apparent and several
businessmen are probably eager to pay more than $2,000 for that much
advertising, what does the athletic departmen.t do? Instead of opening
things up and possibly making a killing, the department allows a few
close friends the privilege of bidding.
Although state bidding laws don't require open bidding on this
arrangement, we are quite disturbed by the athletic department's failure
to capitalize on a potentially profitable venture.
What are the reasons the department only allows a few close friends
to bid? We'd like to know.
..................... n... ~.·....... umurn••OP
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Vets. Get Benefits
by Miranda David
I beg to differ with the editorial in the Oct. 13 LOBO. The problems of
veterans in Albuquerque (and nationwide) are damned few. Not only
are they getting welfare-type benefits without having to go through the
humiliation and hassle that welfare p·eople must experience, but they
assume (how correctly?) that most of us non-vets are simpletons who
sympathize when they whine over their tragic plight of "need" and
what they consider to be their just dues.
Vets now get educational benefits-loans, grants, and living
allowances-which tend to be more easily come by and more substantial than those available to non-vets. And the most unjust of all their
privileges- totally contrary to tbe Constitution, regardless of those little
men in black robes-is vets preference in job hiring. Did you ever feel
you were being taken for less than intelligent when you saw those signs
all over the Employment Security Commission saying something to the
effect that "the law prohibits discrimination" and then the counselor
told you, sorry, all the jobs you were interested in were classified "vets
preference?"
Perhaps some people would be interested in the findings of the Civil
Service Commission and the Federal Personnel Management Project on
veterans preference in hiring: 1) such preferential treatment prevents
equity for minorities and women 2) veterans preference unduly restricts
management's flexibility to choose from among the best qualified
candidates in filling jobs 3) vets preference has an adverse impact on
employment of certain groups, especially women, and impedes good
personnel management practices 4) the 10 per cent disability veteran
goes to the top of the Civil Service register even if he or she is minimally
qualified 5) the five point preference is equivalent to 19 per cent more
correc~ answers on the Junior Federal Assistant Exam 6) 5 or 10 point
preference is equivalent to about two years or more of job-related
education, experience, and training 7) "Whether the veteran would
have attained these qualification except for military service is a matter
of conjecture." [Federal Times, Sept. 26, 1977)
Aside from all this why should they now get on-the-job training when
the rest of us, with degrees and/or experience can't get anything?

·wao editorial phone 277·565S
LOBO Editorial Staff:
Edltor·in·chief: Tlm Gallagher
Managing Editor; Rebekah Szymanski

News Edlt6t: Dolore:o;,WOod
Asst. News Editor: ·o.M. Flynn
Plloto Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Sports Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Editor: George Gesner

Copy Editor:: Koren Wal~ton
Ad Manager: Frank Salazar
•
EDITORIALS: Unsigned edltoriBis rep·esen1 a majority_ opinion of t_he LOBO editorial
board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion of the author and do
not necessarily reflect the View of the editorial board.
LETIERS: Letters to the editor must be typed, and signed with the author's name,
signature, address, and telephone number. Letters to the edltor.shoutd be no longer than •
300 \YOrds although exceptions wiU be made if the topic warrants so. Only the name of the •
auUior will be printed and names will not be withheld.
OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed and signed ·with the author's name, signature, ad~
dress and telephone number. Opinions sliould be no longer than 500 words. Only the name
of author will be printed and names will not be Withheld,
All sUbmissions become the property of the New Mexico Dally LOBO ~nd will be edited
only for length or possibly libelous content. If any Changes are made, the author will be eon•
tacted to discuss changes,
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Pot Letter Misses
Editor:
J.S. McBride's letter in the 10/20 edition of the LOBO opposing the
decriminalization of marijuana, listed several inaccurate statements.
H'e bases his opposition on three premises:
1)Criminal penalties dissuade some people from smokjng marijuana.
2)We do not yet know the health and social cost of marijuana usage,
3)1f we decriminalize mariju·ana and then discover adverse health
effects, an attempt at that time to outlaw marijuana would be as
ineffective as prohibition was.
In response to these agruments, I must argue that there has been no
increase in marijuana usage in those state which have decriminalized. In
Oregon and other states, marijuana usage has decreased or remained
constant after decriminalization; as the "thrill" some get of breaking the
law no longer applies.
More than 35 million Americans have smoked marijuana, regardless
of its present criminal status. In the 1950's and 60's, when most states
had felony statutes regarding marijuana isage, the number of smokers
grew from 30,000 to 30 million, Clearly the laws are not a deterrent to
usage.
,
Secondly, we cannot let appropriate concerns as to the health
aspects of marijuana usage deter us from the central question of
whether an ad.ult who chooses to smoke marijuana should be arrested
for such conduct. Extensive studies have been done by the National
Institute for Drug Abuse and have shown no significant health aspects
rejated to moderate marijuana usage.
Last, the law is already unenforceable. To arrest everyone who has
smoked marijuana would entail the equivalent of locking up every
citizen of New York and California, obviously a ridiculous proposal. At a
time when the majority of Americans support decriminalization according to the latest Gallup survey, Albuquerque voters would be well
advise'd to support the proposed new marijuana ordinance.
By stating that he disagrees with the high cost (personal, financial·
etc.) of enforcing our pr£!sent marijuana laws, while opposing a change
from that system, J.S. McBride seems to be contradicting himelf. The
issue is not whether or not marijuana is good, but whether or not a
person should go to jail for their conduct in their own home or in the
home of a consenting adult.
When viewed in those terms, I believe support for decriminalization is
inevitable.
Louis Tempkin

Wise Decision
Editor:
I find it truly gratifying to hear that the ASUNM senators are finally
studying an issue enough to make an intelligent statement about it. In
the past, the senators haven't even had enough time to attend·
meetings. Now they have enough time to learn enough about the
Bakk~ ca~e to make the state~ent that Bakke was not as qualified as
the m~nonty students who applied and to denounce the decision of the
California Supreme Court. It is good to know that the senators care
·enough about the issues they deal with to spend all that time researching them.
Or then again, maybe my reasoning is wrong; maybe the senato;s
have _only spent as much time on this issue as they have spent attending
meetings.
Roy Elsbernd

Help to Returners

Editor:
·
The Interfraternity Council and Panhellenic Council of UNM
recognize that increasing numbers of older students are attending
UNM. Further, it has been pointed out that some of these stude11ts
need assistance in adjusting to the University's educational environment. In light of this situation it was voted unanimously by IFC and
Pan hellenic Council to provide the Returning Students Association with
100 copies"each of four pamphlets designed to aide students adjust to
the University's academic setting. Individual fraternity and sorority
chapters use these pamphlets as part of their scholarship programs and
have found they contain useful information for entering students.
These pamphlets have been purchased through the self-generated
funds of individual fraternities and sororities.
Gary Sandoval
IFC President
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Mrs. Evelyn N. Wood,
academician and author.
Founder of the Evelyn
Wood Reading Dynamics
method of Speed Reading. The copyrighted
techniques she developed are taught in over
300 cities throughout
the United States.

RIGHT, HIM. He's GO-

ING ON A TWOaJ£&k
FleW 7/?IP, ANO H/3
71/INK
aJ/INTS Us 71J ROOM IU IM55.

S((. SIZMS 7HI3RE's 8/ff PLEASE

TRY SPEED READING!!!
If you've heard about speed reading and have
always wondered wha.t it is ... now is your
chance to see exactly what it is and how It will
work for you .•. see how our copyrighted
method of speed reading can help you learn to
read almost as fast as you can turn the pages ....
try our methods of concentration, comprehension, and recall .for more efficient 'Total
Reading' .... discover the secrets to short cut
note taking and easier studying.
·

8CEN A !?ASH OF
THANK.
7Hf3FTS IN HIS {)()f?M,.

LEA.RN TO DOUBLE YOUR READING SPEED
AT THE FREE DEMONSTRATION!!!!
See how presidents, congressmen, doctors, lawyers, and thousands of
others with .tremendous reading demands keep up ...
'
~
Come to our FREE demonstration and Try SPEED READING ..• see how
it works For You ... read faster tonight!
.

'
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FREE Evelyn Wood demonstrations will be held THIS ·wEEK ONLY
so don't miss out ....
. FREE DEMONSTRATION SCHEDULE

THIS WEEK ONLY!

5PM &8PM

SUNDAY thru THURSDAY

October 23 thru October 27
RAMADA/ N
717 Centr
W.

by Garry Trudeau
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Texans Wage War On the Inside
On 'Naked' Bathers
AUSTIN, Tex. (UPI) ·Fearful the capital is gaining a reputation as
"Naked city," residents are raising war whoops about h!llf-naked
sunbathers at Barton springs, a popul;~r public swimming pool where
indians camped !50 years ago.
In 1839 half-naked indians probably were the only people William
"uncle Billy" Barton ever envisioned sitting on the crassy hillside
overlooking his ice-cold, spring, fed creek.
Nowadays, the hillside sloping into Barton Springs often is covered
by semi-nude sunbathers, but protesters have been told there is
nothing they can do about it.
Throughout the summer, angry residents flooded editorial pages
with letters linking bare breasts at the swimming hole with increasing
rape statistics, "Heathenism," the destruction of society and immorality.
" ... it seems paradoxical to me that so many·of the mothers and
fathers now screaming about the use of Barton Springs by immoral
bare-breasted women arc the same parents who have for years allowed
their daughters to run abound Barton Springs in bikini bathing suits,"
complained Mrs. R.W. Forrester, 50, who said "Nudity is the next
step after bikinis." She admitted, though, that she never visited the
popular tourist attraction and picnic-swimming ar~a.
·"I wouldn't take my kids there for anything in the world," said
Susan Bordovsky, 27, a lifelong resident of Austin who said she has
"seen a lot of changes, unfortunately for the worse."
"!would think it would turn off tourists,"she said. "It's getting a
reputation as "naked city.''
F. Vanderpool, who. calls the sunbathers "riffraff,'' contends the
practice has led to an increase in rape cases
. in the city.

.

OPTICAL
Ophthalmic Optician
One Day Service Possible ·

Quality Eyewear
1410-A Wyoming Blvd. NE
(Wyoming and Constitution)
Phone: 296-6757

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 5:30
Sat.lO:OOto 1:00
Facull!y • Staff • Student Discounts
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Slammerhouse ~Lawyer'
Advises Fellow Inmates

VACAVILLE, Calif. (UP!) - G.
Daniel Walker's prison cell is
equipped with a color television set,
law books, FBI reports about his
life of crime and a $900 electric
typewriter with which he knocks
out scripts for cops and robbers TV
shows.
Walker is a jailhouse lawyer, and
from his 6 by J I foot. cell at
Vacaville State Prison he uses his
legal talent to help other prisoners •
and even guards - out of problems
ranging from divorce to medical
malpractice.
"I make time work for me," said
Walker, who was convicted four

created a kiddie cereal character.
·· According to an FBI profile, he is
irresistible to women, smoothtalking, has excellent taste in
clothes and food, reads voraciously
and hl\S an 1<:2 of 140. The report
quotes a top FBI agent as saying he
is a "fine man, a good· friend, but
has this hangup for doing the
unusual just for a lark.''
The 'report ends: "He is capable
of killing with a smile,".
Walker worked in the prison law
library, and Dr. Thomas Clanom, a
psychiatrist
and
Vacaville
superintendent, said: "He is a very
brilliant guy. He has made himself
an expert on the prison system from

years ago for a murder he says he
did not commit, "Lawyers on the
outside are too busy to handle the
cases I do.
·
"They take long lunches and
after work have two martinis and·
go home to their wives or
mistresses. There are no martinis
here, and there sure aren't any
blondes or redheads."
Walker's personal history
matches any script he concocts. A
Korean War veteran, he was
dubbed "The Polite Bandit"
because he gave loot to charity,
reportedly was recruited by the
CIA, has friends in high places and

Churning Legs
•
h
.
h
Hlg 1/g. _t Ra ceNEW YORK (UPI) • It started
out like a parade with 5,300 pairs of
churning legs, but at the finish- just
as it was a year ago - there was
sporting goods salesman Bill
Rodgers all alone Sunday at the
finish line of New York's newest
spectacular, the New York
Marathon.
The record number of entrants,
even including one man in a
wheelchair, followed a course that
wound through the streJ:ts of all the
city's five buroughs. It was watched
by hundreds of thousands of
spectators and created only police
know how many traffic jams.
Rodgers, a former teacher who is
opening a sporting goods shop in
Boston, gasped past the finish line
of the 26-mile, 385 yard run in 2
hours, II minutes, 28 seconds,
more than a minute slower than his
wimiing time last year.
But time, even victory, was
unimportant for most of the others
-for them the idea was simply to see
if they could make it to the finish
line in Central Park.
The parade-like race started at
10:30 a.m. on the Staten Island side
of the Verranzano - Narrows
bridge. With a blast from the
starting gun, a 75 MM Howitzer,
the 5,300 set off across the bridge to

'
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Brooklyn under sunny, brisk
autumn skies.
After Brooklyn, the marathon
men and women from around the
world wound their way through the
streets of Queens, Manhattan, the
Bronx and back to Manhattan
again. Seeking a vantage view, a
number of helicopters, one a 30passenger Sikorsky, hovered above
the rooftops along the route.
Boy Scouts manned watering
stops for the thirsty, sweating
runners.
Bob Hall, who is handicaped by
polio, took part in the marathon by
racing in his wheelchair. Although
.he had a 20-minute head start it
wasn't until the 10-mile marker that
the leaders in the race caught up
with· Hall, 'who smiled as his arms
churned in unison.
Hall, who wheeled his way to the
finish in the Boston Marathon,
finished with a time of 2:53:39.
"It was a more difficult ~ourse,"
said hall. of Belmost, Mass. "And;
of course, the strong head winds
•
held !he back a bit."
Hall, his hands blackened from
the gruelling race, said the spectators "were really appreciative. It
was. great. Sure I'll be back next

year."
On Manhattan's east side, where
jogging is a much a religion as a
sport, the runners had to make their
way through a narrow corridor of
cheering specators who held
balloons and tossed confetti.
After the race, Rodgers, who also
won the Boston Marathon in 1975,
said, "I was really, really nervous
about this race but when I thought I
had it won, I started to wave to the
people.
"I just want to fall asleep."
The first. woman to finish the
race was 42-year old Miki Gorman
of Los Angeles who came in 30
minutes behind Rodgers. Not too
far behind her was 22 year old Kim
Merrit, the second woman to finish.
Second in the race was this year's
Boston Marathon winner, Jerome
Drayton, 32 of Ontario with a time
of 2:13:52, Behind bim, by four
seconds, was Chris Stewart, 31 of
Great Britain.
·
Among the spectators at the
finish line was casually dressed
Margaret Trudeau, estranged wife
of Canadian Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau.

FBI and CIA dossiers differ on
whether Walker, a handsome,
pipesmoking. bespectacled man. is
46 or .56 years old, and whether he
was born in Manchuria or 'I'oledo,
· Ohio. He declines to clarify the
situation, saying, "f prefer to keep
the mystery going."
Despite his legal expertise,
Walker is no lawyer. He has a law
degree but never took a bar exam.
He does say, however, that his life
of crime began in Ohio when, on
his way to pick up his date for a
country club party one night, he
decided to stick up a liquor store
for thrills.
"After that there were many
robberies in many, many states."
hr says. "I came from a well-to-do
family, and my whole. life was done
up on thrills.''

FBI Aided
Nazi's In
Jew. Hunt
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
FBI told Interpol which fugitive ·
American citizens were Jews even
after the international agency
became part of tlie Nazi German
police system, newly obtained
Interpol documents disclosed
Sunday.
According to the documents,
obtained from the FBI under the
Freedom of Information Act, FBI
notices
describing
wanted
Americans as "Jews,." "Jewish
type," and "J e.wish race" were
furnished to Interpol and published
in its journal, "Internationale
Kriminalpolizei," as late as 1940.
Only Jews were identified by
religion, according to the National
Commission on Law Enforcement,
an arm of the Church of Scientology, which obtained the
documents.
Interpol, a private, international
criminal information system, was
taketl over by the Germans in 1938.
The United States joined Interpol
about the same time, and J. Edgar
Hoover remained in contact with
top Interpol officials until a few
days before Japan attacked Pearl
Harbor in December, 1941.
According to the documents, the
first notice of an American identified as Jew eccurred on July 20,
1939, as part of the FBI search for a
45-year old man wanted for
fraudulent banking practices.
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Grape-Stomping: A Trampled Art!
9.

WASHINGTON (UP!) - Shou!d
worse come to worst in the energy
crisis, the world's little old wine
makers may have to go back to
pressing grapes by hand.
Or, more precisely, by foot.
Manual
grape-pres~ing
traditionally as . been a ped<>l
operation, which experts refer to as
Hstomping. Jf
..

Like watch-making, grapestomping is a dying art. Portugal is
about the only producing region
where they are still trampling out
the vintage.
In the United States, grapestomping has never oeen in the
cultural mainstream at all. Powerdriven presses · were readily
available before wine-making
caught on ~ig.'
Now it is a thriving American
industry, with more 11Jan 800
wineries
and
commerci"al
production in 43 states.

But it obviously -would take a
tremendous amount of"foot power
to keep 800 wineries running jn a
·
real fuel crisis.'
In those cir~umstances, grapestomping contests bein~ spensored
by the Maitre£ Ue~ Tastevins, a
food and wine society, could prove
providenti1\l as a means of introducing Americans to this ancient
skill.
Six were held during the
Washington Wine Festival. The
society plans similar contests in
Atlanta, Chicago and Boston next
year.

ounces of juice in three minutes.
Ronald Hinds, president of
Maitres Des Tastevins, said the
victory was meaningless, because
professional stompers are judged
not on the amount of juice they
squirt out under deadline but on
whether they leave any grapes
unsquashed,
The finest point, he said, is
maximum extraction of tannin, an
acid that enhances flavor and can
only be released by breaking the
skins of the grapes.

Sensitive toe~ that can grope
around in the vat and detect un,
The lack of an American grape- smashed grapes are more valuable
stomping heritage was obvious at · than sledgehammer heals, he said.
the Washington contest, where even
a spectator who had never seen it
done before could tell the contestants were rank amate)Jrs.
Free car emissions checks will be
given by Albuquerque's Department of Environmental Health
The opening crush was won by (D.EH) Oct. 2S through 29,
Addy ("Hot Heels') Bassin, a wine November I through .5 and
merchant who prevjously had November 8th according to a DEH
distinguished himself by paying a statement.
record $14,450 for a bottle of wine
(1806 French vintage).

Industr~

·orcsentatives at a
recent Washt. gton International
Wine Festivai said they had no
immediate worries a' •QUt getting
enough electricity ·or: i>H to run the
presses.

8

Bassin finished well ahead of a
television reporter, a socialite, a
restauranteur, an olympic boxing
champion and the reigning Miss
Maryland by stamping out I 5

The test checks the exhaust gases
ou an infra-red analyzer. In two
minutes, the test monitors the
proportion of hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide in the car's
emissions to give an idea of how

efficiently
gasoline.

the

engine

burns

The test site will be the Globe

~

Discount Citi.es on 4th and Menaul ~
and on Lomas near Louisiana.
November!! through 12 the site will
be K-Mart East and West, on
Carlisle and Constitution and on
West Central at Atrisco,

-~

Tests will be given from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. on each of these date 0:
October 25 through 20 and
November I through 5,

f
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GRAND OPENING
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Over Name Change

Senator· on War Path
WASHINGTON (UPI)- It will
be the people of Ohio vs. Alaskan
natives this week when an Interior
dept. board considers changing the
name of North America's tallest
peak, Mt. McKinley, to it original
indian name - Denali, meaning
"The Great One."
A committee of the U.S. Board
on Geographic Names will consider
requests from the indians, Alaska's
governor and ot'le senator to call the
20,320-foot Alaskan peak by its
Tanana Indian name.

Seat
Needs

Sitter
The UNM Speaker's Committee
has an open seat as the result of one
member's resignation, Chairperson
· ·
Damon Tobias said.
Tobias said Cindy Braddock
resignned because she said she
didn't have ~nough time to spend
with the committee.
Each member spends about (om
to six hours each week with the
committee, and 'Tobias said she
resigned because of the time factor.
Tobias said applications for the
position are available :n room 242
of the Union and any full-time
student, or part-time student who
has paid the $14 activity fee for this
semester may apply .

The mountain was called Denali
by the Native for centuries when, in
1896, prospector William A.
Dickey was walking down, heard
the news that William McKinley of
Ohio had been nominated for the
presidency, and named the Peak
Mt. McKinley.
"Changing the name to Denali
will rectify a long-standing in·
justice," said Sen. Mike Gravel, DAlaska, ·who argues the name was
"capriciously"
changed
to
McKinley.
But the Ohio delegation,
especially Rep. Ralph Regula, a
Republican
representing
MckKinley's home district, want
the name to stay the way it is.
"This action would be an insult
to the memory of President
McKinley and the people of my
diStrict who are so proud of this
heritage," said Regula.
"As the 25th President,
McKinley well deserved the honor
bestowed on him with the naming
ofMt. McKinley," Regula said.
Regula
cites
McKinley's
achievements in office - "Making
the United States a recognized
world power, his open door policy
toward China." Opponents note
McKinley had no strong interest in
Alaska.
Regula also argues the peak and a
national park surrounding it are
public lands belonging not just to
Alaskans, but to all Americans.
Regula also said Alaska already
has a "Denali" highway, park and
other spots; Gravel Believes other
mountains, or new structures such
as schools could • be named for

j

McKinley.
The Board, which includes
representatives of one dozen
government agencies, will hold
hearings in Washington Tuesday
and later in Alaska before making a
recommendation
based
on
preferred and accepted popular use.
Interior secretary Cecil Andrus,
who has the final say, has backed a
section of an Alaska lands bill
changing the name of Mt.
McKinley National Park to Denali
Park.
Conservation groups involved in
Alaska issues, such a> the Sierra
Club, also back the name change
while travel agents and business
groups argue against Denali, citing
the high cost of changing maps,
books and other matierial.
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Nutritional Seminar
feo.turing

ffiohammed Nasr, m.o.
Bio-Chemist, Sic-Nutritionist
So.turda_y, November 5, 1977
Albuquerque Convention Center
4012nd N.W.

.•

Two Big Sessions
9:00a.m.- 11:00 a.m. Topic.: .
·
''Why Food SupplerT)~hts" and "Natural vs Synthetic"
1:00 p.m.-3:00p.m. Topic : ·
·
"Cancer, Dio.betes, Arthriti~,.Hypoglycemia"
Admission is ~4.00 (for either or both sessions)

Forticketscall877-3220
No tickets will be sold o.t the door.
Deadline for tickets is Nov. 4
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university circuit, and the results so television work ranging from The
By·.JANE QUESNEL
;E
far have been immensely rewarding· Mayor of the Town series with
Four ·nights. a week, something
il:
Thomas Mitchell, to her own series
for
all involved,
very s·pecial has beeri happening in
with Dom Deluise, Lolsa Luck
high
intensity
lights
burn
The
'
~
'
UNM's 'Experimental Theatre. For
oo·
numerou1s
guest appearances on
the past three weeks, a group of down on a group of young actors Love, American Style and Hogan's
while three cameramen jockey into
~ students has had the opportunity of position,
p..
Kathleen Freeman is hard Heroes. One month is ali she has to
working .with a distinguished ac~pend at UNM, being between a
tress in a cram course on film and at work again, taking them through JUst completed dramatic role on
video acting techniques. This is the an excerpt from Odeipus, - Kojak, and upcoming dinner
first lime this professional acting positioning them, staging and theater engagement.
coach has consented to do anything rehearsing them, giving each one a
Freeman graciously agreed to this
beyond guest lectures on the chance to give their best possible experimental workshop at the
effort in front of the cameras.
Eyeglasses or Cuntat·.t .Lt,'nscs
Offstage, Kathleen Freeman is a request of UNM Theater Arts
vigorous, enthusiastic and· totally Chairman, Dr. Peter Prouse.. Very
Fast servke, quulit) und
charming woman with a face ~ld friends, they have for a long
style" ut ret1sonablc cost
familiar to millions. Typed early in time shared a wonderful vision of
Casey Optical Co.
her career as a comedienne, she what should be going on in
worked for MOM studios, although universiti7s. "This' is really very,
fNexl cloor/o CCUiey Rexall Dmgi
she is more widely known for her very specml for me to be doing it "
IA>rnas at Washington 255.-.6329
she said, "but I must say I find the
students who are involved in this
SPECIAL OFFER
particular class very bright, which is
encouraging,
- and interested
COPIES FOR STUDENTS & FACULTY
which is also encouraging."
'
After having been in vaudeville
please
as a child, she majored in music at
EACH
UCLA, studying piano and
preson'l
composition. Eventually, though,
"
CASH
ID ca .. d
NO CHECKS, PLEASE
she found her way home again, as
lOBO photo by Wend•ll T. Hun~
she feels most people in the art
Kathl••n Fr••man, who ua•d to chaa• Col. Klink atound on "Hog '
WHILE YO Ill WAIT
world do. "I think it was inevitable
H•ro•a," now t•ach~• drama atud~nll at UNm.
an 1
that
I
would
be
a
performer,"
she
• pfqmpt, courceCu1 service • c:onvonlent oft nreot parlclng • collating and
1tapllng, drllllno and blndlngltd<lrtlan~l ,h.,~) • o~n nven (7) doy1 o W&(lk ti:J
sayLs. .
.
.
his role as Col. Klink. "There was approximately .8000 years of
glvo you Jl1oro servlc11 11!1 oflut printing, typesaUinr~, artists, croatlwa dtuign,
earnmg remams ·a contmua1 constant
suspJcwn
between
recorded history, so have the classic
process for Freeman. "I would say ·
DATACO'S ronupt for lhr o~otlon of 11 «JPJ'IIiX ""J prlntln&liutlntJJ
,£1 S£RJ'ICE.., .... NoW.: ..... Wl/EN YOU H£1.0 ITI And rnouj'h ~ulpmtnt
that
any
person
I
have
ever
been
ev~ryone,
with
each
person
being
theatrical
forms remained, "Each
:t4).:rect
tJb/I{IJ', 11111! trr~lrttd ptntJrmrt to hDndlr tdl )'OUr to{tyln: om/ pr/mlnr rrnds.
around or worked with, was a spied on by the lowest person. Their
1112 LOM... S Nil IC:Ornor Dr Unlw-.lW!
new generation thinks they are
major influence. If a good actor is big plea for competency and
doing something brand new, but
around, I'm going to learn from rigorous dicipline was· a . farce,
they're not. We still have the major
him." And learn she did, from really. And I think Werner was
seven plots (no body's come up with
Thomas Mitchell, star of The showing that. You would laugh at
any new ones), and variations on a
Mayor of the Town. "Mr. Mitchell him, but you also understood what
theme over and over."
was an incredible actor, an was going on. It was a very difficult
It is this '-'stability" of mankind's
Academy Award winner who had role which he essayed with great
character which gives Freeman her
done everything.· He was a aplomb. It's very American to poke
main purpose in life. "Mankind is
newspaper writer, playwright, fun at the most disasterous farpretty much the same way he was.
director and actor par excellence. reaching episodes that really' alter
He still steals, and he cheats and
"1 learned ·an enormous amount our lives."
lies, both to his neighbor and
from him."
At the moment, there seems to be
himself. He's prejudiced anti· he's
Few people who have ever a TV series in the offing. The last
bigoted and unhappy, and he's
t h dH
• u
f
series Freeman did was the popular
goal-oriented forever, whether he
wa c e
ogan s ueroes can orget but shortlived Lotsa Luck. The new'
says he is or not. That's one of the
Frau Linkmeyer's desperate,
madcap schemes to land Col. Klink' series is still up in the air and
reasons I delight in being an actress,
as her next husband, This was a Freeman isn't holding her b~eath.
because I feel that I have a chance
series in which Freeman was a "I'm like all actors. Until I sign the
to give solace and joy. The idea of
frequent guest star, and one which paper and I'm standing in front of
spending a lifetime making people
she enjoyed immensely. The cast of the :amera the first day, I'm not
go outside themselves, to me is just
:
Select wood Studio Easels
•• international stars was easy to work sure It's going to happen."
as spiritual as any doctor of divinity
Watercolor Easels
with, and in her words: •'When you , Freeman does not foresee an end
or any doctor of medicine, because
•
·Aluminum and display Easels
•
work with fine people, that's it."
to the, motion pictures industry,
they're healing the body and the
She does find it amazing, although she does feel television has
soul, and I think I'm in there too,
that
the
show
was
such
a
replaced
it
in
terms
of
the
B
movie.
however,
with both of them, I feel that
•
success, considering the subject However, TV is not without its
everybody in the art field is
matter. Many of the actors, such as disadvantages, one of which is the
somewhat into that."
John Banner and Robert Clary, had · constant barrage of advertisements
The importance of the arts seems
been personally involved with that which Freeman calls "a hell of a
to be overlooked whenever it is time
aspect o~ WWII. "I think they all price to pay for so-called free
to cut expenses, or to do without.
had a very specific view about television." She does hope to see
Freeman finds this an essentially
poking fun at something so PBS ma~e another stab at getting
American trait. In the first place,
monstrous, which tells a lot about some se~JOus work d?ne. "I don't
she feels, we are only ·now beginCOMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES f lETRASET f FOAMATT I CHARTPAK
them as people, in t~rms of their . nece~s.ar!lY mean senous .work all
ning to discover our own native· .
•
ART & CRAFT SUPPUESfORAFTING SUPPliES/PICTURE FRAMING
own largeness as human beings.,, .the time, b~cause come.dy 1s serious
artists.
"I think in the next hundred
25.1.0 Cent111l Ave. SE, Albuquerque, NM 117106 I 505-2115-3733
Werner Klemperer she says
t~o, lind Without question the most
years
what
we've got to attain is an
. ACROSS f ROM JOHNSON GYM
represented what w~s ~ctUally going' dJfficuJt of all perf<_>nning arts.''.
unashamed,
unabashed
ap·h h
".
.
· Much as mankmd has remamed
preciation
of
the
artist
in
the
United
on w1t t e officers m Germany Ju . basicall.y unchanged throughout
States."
In the second place, it has been
our youth as a nation which has
blinded us to our own· assets.
"Almost every opera singer or
ballet student had to eventually go
to Europe to get any kind of name
for themselves, so they could come
back to their country and be
somebody.;, Stangely enough
Freeman finds that the motion
picture industry has helped to
-genetic engineer109:. -D·N.ft.rti(?.nipulo.tlon' '
·change that trend. For the first
time, a native American artist was
-cloning
.. · : .;:;t¢~ttub~ life forms
appreciated in his own art form
right here.
'
-dangerous new
Kathleen Freeman finds the very
being created in corpo'fq~~:·l~.~oraties
r.lddle of our' existence as a nation
the most perplexing question of all.
-Yestetday's aclenc., iictlo~·ia fast
"We have led the world in
demonstrating that man is capable
becoming today's reality!
of living with his neighbor, even if
he doesn't. like it.'' An astounding
country, 1s what Freeman calls
A~erica, an astonishing exTuesda_y 8:00 pm/UNm SUB Bolltoom
penmen! that never should have
lasted
200 years. "This experiment
"f:,-'·'"·t<
•. \~., '...'(\'
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Ate 1984 Q.nd··a,ave Nevi.Wotld
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The ASUNm Speakers Com.f'!littee presents

Ted Howa:td

mid¢'¢rg~~isms
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"Who Should Play God?"
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$2.50 generC\I public/$1.00 UNm students with ID
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cessful, though it got a lot of flaws.
(cont. on page 9)

By ROBERT SPIEGEL
. <;:onsidering the crowded conditions on the floor of the Golden
.Inn l~~t Wednesday night, it was
surpnsmg how warm and receptive
the sell-out audience was to Taj
Mahal. !'<f?ch of this had to do with·
the mus1c Itself. Speaking very little
to ~he audience, Taj Mahal-used his
umque blend of Caribbean and
blues music styles to connect with
the crowd.
U~i~g a seven-piece group
cons1stmg of drums, steel drums,
two sets of congos, bass Taj
Mahal's fine guitar work and~ very
versatile flute and sax player, Taj
Mahal opened confidently with
"Freight Train," The 600 people
then moved towards the stage
making it difficult, if not impossible, to hold a beer without
spilling some, Ordinarily this would
cause tension, but perhaps, because
of the good reeling from the
relaxed, though complex, music,
most people were surprisingly
good-natured about the uncomfortable conditions.
Taj Mahal moved through a long
set that included "Going Up The
Country," "Paint My Mailbox
B~u;," "Done Changed My Way of
L1vmg," and "Corinna" from his
most artistically successful album
Natch'l Blues. He has been doing

these songs for eight years, and as
good as they were in '69, they are
now much more developed. Taj
Mahal has taken these straight
blues songs and turned them into
jams. that are a blend of jazz and
reggae.
The audience thinned out a bit
for the second set, making Golden
much more comfortable. Taj
Mahal came out· alone, starting the
set with "Stager lee." The solo set
gave him the opportunity to display
his beautiful ragtime guitar work,
He played smooth versions of
"Cakewalk Into Town," "Fish in'
Blues" and "Candy Man," getting
the audience to sing along with the
choruses. Most performers have to
plead with an audience to sing
along; Taj Mahal merely had to
suggest it.
The band joined him for the rest
of the set, playing more jams in Taj
Mahal' s free and relaxed style. I
have always heard that Taj Mahal is
exceptionally good in concert, but J.
was still surprised by how good his
band was, and how easily and
comfortably it played with him. Taj
Mahal's music is much fuller and
more alive than any of his albums
suggest. It has been many years
since Taj Mahal's last live album; it
would certainly be nice to see one
with his present band.

• •• FreemCln
Btlt it encompasses the elitist, the
snob, the stupid, the productive,
the lazy • all living together in this
country. Different races, different
faiths, a lot of us hate each other,
and yet we do live in the same
country. Each with the privilege of
making it work for him sci f.
Incredible!"
Kathleen Freeman has certainly
ma(j_c it work for herself, as over
the years she has found joy and
contentment in reaching out and
enlightening the load of millions ol'
people she will never even see.
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You can learn Spanish
or French or ... Call:

ALBUQUERQUE
LANGUAGE
INSTITUTE
304C San Pablo SE
266-1600

LOSO photo by Robott Spl•g .. l

TaJ ffiahal plays to an unuaually nm~ptlv~ (;olden Inn audl~nc~.

MONDAY
StQrker Highlights Nm Symphony
NIGHT
FOOTBALL

By .JANE QUESNEL
. Those who attended one of the
New Mexico Symphony's performances this past Friday and Saturday were witness to to a very
special event. Not only did the
orchestra em bark on an all too rare
venture into contemporary musip,
but guest cellist Janos Starker
rounded out the evening with an
unforgettable
rendition
of
Dvorak's Cello Concerto.

The concert opened with George
Crumb's "Echoes of Time and the

River." This piece uses instrumentalists actively as they move
about the stage, giving emphasis to
Crumb's spatial concepts in
relation to the time of his music. It
was unexpectedly well performed,
and only proved that maestro
Takeda can and should be more
demanding of his group in
programming modern selections
b,eyond Stravinsky and Ravel.
Following
Crumb
was
SchumF~nn's Symphony #3-in E-nat
Major."
Nicknamed
the
"Rhenish," it was written after

Bro.in_y Sci-Fi
The Embedding I /an Wa/soa I
Bantam Books $1.50
Book Review
By LESLIE DONOVAN
Ian Watson's science fiction
~ovel, .Tire Embedding, is very
Impressive for an author's first
work.
Watson, a 35-year-old Englishman, graduated from Oxford
University with honors in English.
The Embedding is a novel both
terri lying and enlightening in form
as well as subje~t.
In this· book, Watson has incorporated such diverse fields as
politic.s, linguistics, anthropology
and ahens from space.
The story of a future much like
our present, The Embedding deals

with the abstract concepts of
universal unity in very specific
terms.
One of the major motifs in this
novel concerns the methods by
which language affects the brain's
mental processes.
A masterful work, it makes you
think- and it makes you wonder.
Although sometimes confusing
because of the tremendous amount
of material Watson includes in it,
The Embedding is an exciting work
which will interest science fiction
fans looking for new blood on the
SF shelves.
If The Embedding is a taste of
what we can expect from Ian
Watson, then the future of science
fiction may have just received one
of its brightest stars.

Schumann was appointed conductor in the Rhenish city of
Dusseldorf and viewed the nearby
Cathedral of Cologne, which left a
lasting impression on him.
Although the last movements were
particularly beautiful, it would
probably not have been as well
received were it not programmed
after Crumb.
After intermission, the orchestra
reassembled for Dvorak's Concerto
in b minor for Cello and Orchestra.
Collecting himself during the long
orchestral opening, Janos Starker
attacked his instrument with a
passion when the time came for him
to play. Acclaimed as one of the
greatest cellists of our time, Starker
has earned the reputation with his .
constant striving for perfection
which he displayed amply Friday
night. Even those familiar with the
concerto found a new appreciation
through Starker's interpretation.
The master received a standing
ovation.

relax and
watch the game
on one of
our2 TV's

Game-Time
Special

For every pitcher
of beer purchased
during Monday
nights football

$}50

game, you receive a
ticket good for ono

chancelowlna

_

Big 60 oz.

_,

pitcher

regufation football!

Kick of~ "to Final gun

HOFBRAU LOUNGE
Penn. and Menaul 299-9924

The Cultural Program Committee
The University of New Mexico

Popejoy Hall

, ORCA
The Office of Research
ond Consumer Affairs of
ASUNm invites _you to call
or drop b_y with any consumer problems, lo.ndlordtenant ·problems, complo.ints, hitches, gripes,
heo.do.ches, or heartbreo.ks. For help or more
information contact ORCA,
Room 251 in the SUB. 277-

2336
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Monday, October 31-8:15 p.m.
Tickets $6.00, $4.00
UNM Students - 1/2 Price
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Problems Plague Lobos at Invite
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As UNM Drops Third WAC Tilt

!:a

By ED ,JOHNSON
LO,BO Sports Writer
Disappointment reigns in Lobo
land, as for the third time in a row
the UNM cross country team failed,
because of illness and other
problems, to live up to its potential.
The Lobos attended the
Colorado Invitational Saturday and
finished ·a disappointing .seventh
out of 14 teams.
David Segura, the Lobo's fourth
best runner, and Jeremiah Ongwae,
the sixth best, did not compete
because of illness.
Peter Butler has developed an

>.

'Pack Blunders Aid Ram Wi'n
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,By WENDELL 1'. HUNT
LOBO Sports Writer
0
... FORT COLLINS, Colo ~ Playboy magazine picked the
ll<
Colorado State Rams to finish 8-3
for the season, while picking New
Mexico to go 5-6. Sports 111ustrated
also expects CSU to finish high in
the WAC standings, while about all
they had to say about New Mexico
was 'Adios Lobos.'

In a style which Yaried from
lack! uster to totally depressing, the
Rams handed New Mexico its third
WAC setback 14-9 in as many
games. This loss all but said 'adios'
to any hopes UNM had for a bid to
the Fiesta Bowl in December.
Mike Williams didn't break the
century mark in rushing, Max
Huspeth could only muster 15 years
in punt returns, Preston Dennard
captured just two passes for eight
yards, and Noel Mazzone managed
to complete five of 20 passes for
only 51 yards.
The only high point iq the game
for UNM occurred in the third
quarter,
After a CSU touchdown, UNM
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took the ball on its own 20 and
marched up the field. The drive was
commandered by Lobo reserve
quarterback C.J. Jones, who came
into the game at 6:48 into the
period.
The drive was topped off with a
24-yard touchdown pass from
Jones to his secondary receiver,
The New Mexico Daily Lobo
Walt Arnold, who was all alone on
the two. UNM failed on the try for
will be sent to your home, or
the two point conversion. The only
anywhere in the C"ountry every
other New Mexico score was by a
field goal in the second quarter.
day this semester for $6.50 or
CSU won the opening coin toss
for two semesters and weekly
and moved the ball out to the Lobo
45. CSU signal caller Dan Graham
during the summer session
fumbled on a pitch and Lobo
for $10.00. Subscriptions may
linebacker Marion Chapman
recovered.
UNM then fumbled on
be placed in Marron Hall
its own initial possession, giving an
room 131, or may be mailed
indication of the kind of game that
lay
ahead. CSU fumbled tWice
to:
more in the first quarter, with
UNM recovering both. New Mexico
was
unable to capitalize on either
New Mexico Daily Lobo
one.
UNM Box 20
The Rams scored first on a 50University of New Mexico
yard strike over the middle from
Graham to wide receiver Mark R.
Albuquerqu~, New Mexico 87131
Bell. The point after made it 7-0
with I: 17 remaining in the period.
UNM opened. the second quarter
passing; they should have run. CSU
intercepted a long Mazzone pass
." ....'·'· • • ...................
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and the rams apparently didn't
·~ want the ball at that time either as
>~
~d they fumbled back to New Mexico.
The Lobos moved the ball down
to the two-yard line but were unable
0
~ to score. After being pushed back
~~ to the 13, UNM had to settle for a
~ 30 yeard field goal by Jim Haynes,
~~
>lK making the score 7-3.
On their next possession, New
~
~ Mexico
was able to move down to
~
~ the CSU nine. Unable to get the
~
M
~l Monday, Oct. 24 at 8:OOpm in Room 253 of the ~ touchdown, the Lobos tried a fake
field goal which failed.
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The
ASUNM
cSpeakers
.
omm1ttee
presents

SUB The Members Of The Speakers Committee
will speak on various topics of interest to the
University
at this, their next regular meeting!
on Tuesday, October 25, 8:00pm
in the SUB ballroom

Ted Howard
genetic engineering -test tube life forms
-DNA manipulation -cloning
-artificial microorganisms being created in
commerciallaboratories
It's not 1984 or Brave New World
-It's happening Today

"Who Should Plav God?"
... and on Tuesday, Nov. 15 the
Speakers Committee will join with
Four Star News to present -

Dr. N. Scott Momaday
-educator
-poet
-essayist
Pulitzer Prize winnding audthHor ll

·Llnkers Capture 7i'1lrd
Western Athletic Conference for
Arizona State walked away with the
13th animal New Mexico State
University Intercollegiate
Invitational golf meet Saturday in
Las Cruces as the UNM frosh
linkers captured third in the 12team field.
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·Midway into the third period,
Ram middle linebacker, Mark
Nichols picked off a Mazzone pass
intended for Preston Dennard.
Aided by good blocking, he
returned it 48 yards for the score.
Down 14-3, UNM sent C.J.
Jones onto the field to try to even
things up. Responding quickly,
Jones took charge of the assault
and in 1:59 had put the Lobos back
into the game.

LOBO STATS
CSU14,UNM9
l'lew Mexico

0 3 6 o- 9
1 0 1 0-1(
esu- M.R. Bell so pass from Graham
(Halle kick)
UNM-FGHa)'lles29
.
CStJ - Nichols 48 pass lntercepoon
(Halle kick)
tJNM- Arnold 24 pass from Jones (ruJL
falledl
Colo.St.

The Intramural Recreation
Program Intramural
has scheduled
its Trot,
First
Annual
Turkey
Nov. 19 at 11 a.m., said Terry
Linton, assistant coordinator for
duel sports at the Intramurals
Program,
' He said the turkey trot, a threemile run, will be held at the North
Golf Course clubhouse behind the
UNM Law School.
"The run is being sponsored by
Budweiser and is open to a!IUNM
students, faculty and staff," he
said,
He said no collegiate lettermen or
track team·members will be allowed
to participate.
Tl!ere )Viii be five age groups fot
men and women; group one, 49 and
over; group two, 38-48; group
three, 26-37, group four, 21 ·26 and
group five, 17-20.
There will be five placement
awards in each age group for both
men and women.
First prize is a Thanksgiving
iurkey; second prize is a Budweiser
swinger coder; third prize is a
Budweiser thermo stein, and fourth
and fifth prizes are Bud-man license
plates. A special fraternity team
award will be a house clock.
Linton said the turkey trot has
been well received in other
universities across the nation.
"We decided to have the run
because of the increased interest in
iogging lately," he said.
He said this is Budweiser's first
official soonsorship at UNM.

A-21,2()1

Firor downs

UI'IM
19
49-105
7S

The Sundevils were led by
The frosh golfers of Lobo coach
sophomore M<1rk Mattingly who Dwaine Knight finished the invite
shot a four-under-par 68 to win the with a team total of 900. Pacing the'
individual championship.
Lobos was Las Cruces native John
Fields who had a 71 on the final day
Host NMSU came in a distant to finish at 221. Fields finished in
second led by Tucker Invite top sixth place.
finisher Doug Good.
,
The 'Devils wmmng score was
869, the Aggies finished at 886,
UNM finished at 90o·; and
defending champions New Mexico
"Budweiser plans to sponsor other Junior College finished fourth at
events
for the Intramurals
in the future,"
he said. Program· 904. _
::....:::.::..::.:.~..:.:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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'
UNM quarterback Noel Mazzone (no. 8) had a long day at Ft.
Collins as the Lobos dropped a 14·9 decision to Cplorado State.
Abov e, no. 74 Dennis Freeman grabs Mazzone. Below, no. 86
Woodrow Carter harasses Mazzone as he gets a pass off with the
aid of an unidentified Lobo's clip.
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attitude problem, coach Bill
Silverberg said, and finished a poor
Sammy Kipkurgat was one Lobo
50th place in a time of 27: 10.
who did do well as he ran the hilly
Harrison Koroso was · the top five-mile course in 26:11 which was
UNM runner with a 15th place good for 25th place.
The defending AAU champs, tile
finish and a 25:45 time, but
Colorado
Track Club, ·took the
Siver berg said he too ran below his
team
title,
with Colorado second
capabilities.
and Colorado State third.
".Wanting to run and doing bad
"Even with our team at full
is one thing and not wanting to run strength we couldn't have beaten
and doing bad is another," those top three teams," Silverberg
Silverberg said.
said.
"Some days you just run bad and
Stanley Waquie "ran real hard"
Harrison just didn't run as good as and grabbed 44th place in a 26:54
he could have," he said.
time, Silverberg said,

CSU
21

Rwhes·yards
64·236
Passing yards
134
Return yards
IS
45
Passes
g.2g.3
6-IM
Punts
940
. 741
Fumbles·lns!
H
,64"
Penalties·yards
11·80 1~1w
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
Rushing- New Mexico, Williams 28·911.
Mazzone 1351• S• yers 46, Combs 1·15.
7• csu, Nonnan 19-85 ·L,Janes 26-82, Davis
1Hi9,
Pa5,81ng- New Mexico, Mazzone 5,20-2,
51 -yard$,Jones3·_8·1,24.yards,l TD.
CSU, Graham, 6-l!H), 134 _yards, I 'J'D,
DaVls 0-t-(), oyards.

Every
Wednesday Is
University
Night! .
$1.00 admission and
50c skate rental with
validated ID

Receiving - New Mexico, Denna,rd 2·
12, Sayers 2~)2, Arnold 1·24, 1 'J'Di Wd·
Iiams 1·16. c;,u, M, R. Bell 't-Tl, 'J'D,
Davis 2·34, Kovac 1·2l.
-
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Public Session
M-F 12-3 and 8·10 pm
Sat 2-4and 7-10 pm
Sun 2·4 and 8-10 pm
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~
~
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at 8:00 prn in Woo· war
a
Tickets will be on sale Oct. 26 at
$''
.
.
all
Ticketmaster locations:t!:.... ~. ~--~
_...........t>;.:: ... ·":<t!;'""'""'•~~·i
.
.
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For information call:
David Foster
255-2715
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UNM has to place in the top four
at tile WAC meet to qualify for
nationals. National champ UTEP,
Brigham Young and Colorado
State seem sure bets to place,

CSU had five men ln front of
UNM's
number· two than
Kipkurgat, while the entire. seven
man team of CSU and Colorado
finished ahead of Butler.

Wyoming, who beat UNM
Saturday by two points, "is not
betterthan us," Silverberg said.

In order to do well, Silverbert
said, "You have to have five guys
giving it 100 per cent effort.''

Jay Quade, running in his first
meet Qf the season, ran it in 27:41,

"The guys who wanrto .run will
and the ones who don't, won't; "
Sivlerberg said.
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·YOU DESERVE SOME CREDIT ..
.• YOU'VE
ED It

Once you've earned a college
degree, Ford Motor Credit
Company thinks you've earned
the opportunity to have credit
too. That's why we developed
a finance plan that gives
special conslderation1o collegegraduates and seniors .wiihin
_
four months of graduatrng. •
····· _ . .. _ It you pr~sently nave a job .
or Mn supply proof of future ___ ·
employment, you maYbe eligible
tor financing on ariY new Fordor Lincotn~Mer6ury product.Arn:j · .
this ilnanch1g can be tailored to. fit your
ownpefsonal budget-from delaying your _ _ •__ __
firsfpayment for up totltreemonths, to a plan Where
your monthly payments start out.sm~ll an~ gra.dually
••
increase each year~even48month fmancrng, If reeded.• _. _:>_ • • _ ·.·- __. _ .•.._
If you don't have a job lined up just yet,keep F<>rd(;redlt 1nmmd, because you ·
can stTH take advantage of this special. plan .tor up to ope year after you graduate, _
!=ord Credit wants to give you the cred1t you deserve, Ask for us at any Ford or
Lincoln-Mercurydealer.·. .. · • Wheie petmilterJ bylaw.
._
.
___ _ ______. ______ .. __ _
__ _ __
•-· · · ·- ·-··--· ... ••forexam(J/e, cbhlraet da(edDecember 15, 1977; Cash F'rlce $5,30~,(1(); Tota/Down Peymen_t
.. $fi(JOJJO; Amount financed $4,5oo.oerFfNANCE CHARGE $1,80(W9, Af'.)NfJAL PERCeNTAGE
RATE 14.35°/o ;Deterred Paymenlf!'9e $7.408.09.
. .. __·_. ______· __-.·· _
.. __ _· _ . . __ .._____... ·.
·paymi1nt .sohedu/tJ: titst payment tfue MarCh 15, 197$; 4~P?Ytri•;mt~ consisting ol: first 9 monthly,

payments ol $117~4/J; tJexl9 ttmnth/ypayments of $180.85; nexl9mtmthly payments of $145.84,
next 9 mMfhly payments of $162,55; and 9 monthly P_ayments of $177.37.
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PERSONALS

4. HOUSING

Will rhe person who phoned D,J.., Oomez on Wed,
SHALAKO INN has deluxe erriclenele~ from
morulng, 1015, plea$C call again; 242·0370, I am
Sl45.00, uUIItles paid. City bus service down Central
destitute without I. D. Reward offered. 10/28
avallnble. Apartment Include~ modern kitchen,
ACCURATB INFORMATION ABOUT contracep- , Lounge, resrauraot & swimming pool on premises•
lion, stcrlllznllon, abortion. Righi ro Chqose, 2!M· · 12901 Central NE. 299.{)434. 12/2
0171. 12/3
LUXURY I bdrm. apl, Unfurnbhed, Bus, Swimming
Mon~ay Nile Foptball, Dog'B, Su~'• Green Chllle pool. Non-smoker8, Credit references. Deposit.
Rental agreement, $18$,00 mo. inc, utilities, Helen,
Stew- all at Ned's! 10/21
26$.1584 after 5 p,m, Furnished room, $95,00
STUDY IN QUITO, llcuador, at UNM's Andean
mo.
Ccnrcr, Spring 1978, Information, 229 Ortega Hall.
FULLY CARPilTBO I bdrm. Prlvarc carport,
277·26)6 I 0/28
SSO,OO. Dike 10 UNM, 262·17$1, Valley Rentals.
CONTACTS?? Polishing & solutions. Casey Optical
$30.00 fee. 10/26
CompMY, 2H·873G. tfn
MINUTBS TO UNM. 2 bdrm., patio; kids, pets
DATES OAI.OIUJI Meet e~cillng singles, Call .Dntc•
welcome. $135.00. 262·1751, Valley Rentals. $30,00
line toll-free: 80<).451·324$, 10/31
fcc, 10/26
Some problems leave with the sunrise: If yours won't,
WALK TO CLASS. CarpeJcd l bdrm., $120.00. 262·
call us. Agora, 277·3013, 10/26
t75J, Valley-Rcntnls.S30.00fee. 10/26
HELP I My guide dog just fell intc.> a hole that was.n't
FEMALE STUDENTS ONLY. Bea~tlful 3 bdrm.
there ye~lcrdayl 10/24
house, $200.00, 299-4898 evenings. 10/24
WHO IS D.M. I'L YNN?
10/24
D.M. FLYNN Is the guy who Jives in Sherwood
Forest - steal~ from the poor and gives 10 himself,
lsn'tthnt right? 10/25
LADIES I Earn extr~ money easily. Enter bikini con·
SINGER FUTURA zig7.ag sewing machine, Top or
test & make $20.00 cash, Elliot's Nest, 2294 WYa•lling
line, still guaruntee!l, Auto'. bobbin winder, com·
NE, 296·9626
10/26
puterlzcd b(Jttonholer, IOO's of fancy stitches. Reg.
CLAUI>IA HAAS: Where are you'/ Are you still
$800,0(): nciw$150.00 cash. 821·4256. I0/26
alive? Karla, Karen, Floyd, Chris& Mike, J0/24
I /2 ton CAMPER SHELL. Clean and compact; ask·
TRY SOMETHING NllWIImported clgarettcsliOilJo
lng $200.00. 298·0481. 10/24.
!)fscount on Imported cigarettes with this ad. Pipe &
. UNCLAIMED LAY·A·AWAY. New Sony
Tobacco Road, 107 Cornell SE, 10/28
Trinatron. Color TV, brand new, guarantee, no down
MONSTER SALE, Starts Halloween at UNM
payment. $7,75 per month till balance is paid off,
llookstore, 10/28'
268·43?~: I0131
WANTED. Active membm for The Committee for
I he On-going Revolution. Don't just stand there! Do
DIAL·O-MATJC sewing machine, open arm delu~e.
something! Join Nowl For Information write,
Stretch stitiches, new guarantee. Take over payme11ts
COMFORT, 605 W, 47th Street, Kansas City, MO.
of $7.00 per month. For information 266·
44112. 10/24
5871. 10/31
SANSUI RBPOSSESSilD STEREO. Complete stereo
system, full sized turntable, big speakers, big
AM/FM stereo, tape pia yet, Assume payments,
$7,82 per month. 268-4394. 10/31
DUE TO DIVORCE will sacrifice equity, Red Classic
Ill and allachments, Assume payments of $7.00
FIND YOURSilLF in the Peace Cqrps. Ortega 233.
month, new guarantee, 266·5872. 10/31
277·5907. fs
llRAND NllW Oil color TV with VIR, automatically
Will the person who called up about my wallet or adjusts color frgm network to network. Take over
brown purse, lost at Vassar &,Lead, please call again.
payment~. 268·4394, 10/31
Still dcspemtety needed. Reward. Call Rachel, 242·
NIKON F2- $360.00. 243·1949, 10/25
3871 or 277-5656. 10127
19S9403 Peugeot, $250.00. 266·4S47. 10/25
LOST: Oct, lOth ncar Don Pancho's, smnll female
1000
piece Jigsaw puzzles, S1,2S each. 821·
cal, short11aired, mulll-colored cat, unique gold eyes.
8136. 10125
247·9855. Reward. 10125
FOUNI): bracelet in front of Hokoma. 277·
3570, 10/27
FOUND: Indies Timex watch, SUD bathroom. Claim
Marron Hall, Rm. 105. 10/28
FOUND: Friday, 10/21, polyester denim patchwork
jacket, Marron Hall, Rm. !04. Claim Marron Hall,
Rm. 105. 10/28

10m
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FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE.' A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts& tables. 345·2125. 1212
LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
Call PENM 842-5200. tfn
TYPING: MA, llnglish, on-campus. 296-8564. rs
SERVB i11 the Peace Corps, Ortega 233, 277·
5907. fs
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
reports, proposals, scripts. Frauenglnss AssoCiates,
344-8344, 11118
GUITAR LESSONS. Begi11nlng, classical, folk.
UNM guitar major. Private group. Jim, 345·4827 or
247-0497. 1111
CLASSICAL OUJTAR LESSONS. Segovia method,
Beginners welcome. 266-9291, 10/26
REASONABLE TYPING SERVICE. Call 2684917. 11/2
.
VOLVO REPAIR, Good work guaranteed. Call
Mike, 247-91)83. 10/27
FAMOUS QUIVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is !.1 block from Johnson Oym on Cornell.
Special order Service. 10/24
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School Clinical Law
Program offers legal services for :students and staff•
.Furnished by qualified law students under faculty
supervision. Availability limited to those whose assets
and income do not exceed established guidelines.
$2.00 registration fe:. Cali 277-2913 or 277·3604 for
information and appointments. 10/10
FRENCH TUTORING in my home. Call after 7
p.m., 831-6332. 10/28

SKATilBOARDS- special on fiberne~ boards, X•
SALE: Jeans- sizes 27 & under., oniyS4.1S. Slzes28
WAITRESSES NllEDED, nights. Apply at Ned's,
caliber trucks, KriptQnic wheels, Only at "Skate·
& over, only $8,95. And many more llargalns at Call·
board City," 106 Morningside NE. Open 1·7 p.m.
fornla Fa~hion 0~1tlet, '2318 Central SE, acro 1s from ' ..;.4200
..;....;....;.C.;;en;:;;l;.;;ra;;_lS;..;E:;;.•_:..10:;;./.:.28:....._ _ _ _ _ _ __
weekdays, 11·5 p.m. Saturday, 255-4336, 10/24
campus. ~66-6872. I0/2S
WEAVE y()ur own X-mas gifts- quick, inexpensive,
1972 PONTIAC OjO, New tires, new clutch. llxcct.
unus~al. 3 week counc-the Weavers' Studio. 205
lent condition, $1895.00, 298·5874. 10127
Stanford SJ;, 26S·9100. 10/25
TOM YOU~O'S SPA membership with J yr, 4 mo. r •
UNM Liter~ry/Art magazine meeting with Faculty
Negotiable. Gall, 266·0309, eves. 10/26
Advisory Board, Tuesday, 10/25, 3:30p.m., Marron
1970 VW CAMPMOBILE: dependable, good·1ook·
CHEAP WATERDEDS! Water Trips, $89,95 buys • Hall, Rm. 104. 10/25
lng, good condition. Headers, new battery, electronic
you I) dark walnut stained ~rame, 2) safelY liner, 3) 7;W;;-H;-;A:-:;T;::i;;;S-";A:-:C~O;;-.L~L;:.;E;::G::-;E::-l~N::-N:-::?-::W:-:-e-d7o-t:-he-c-o""ok"'ln-g-&
Ignition, carpet, 3-speakers, $1600.00, Call 242·
foam comfort pad, 4) any s•ze mattress with 3-year cleaning, you do the stuaylng. 303 Ash NE, 243·
3107. 10/27
guarantee: $89,95.3407 Central NE, 255-2289, 1ill 2881. 10124
20 USED PORTAilLE TV's. S30,00lo $60.00. 441
·~~-----------------Wyoming NE, 255·5987. 1/27
1969 LEMANS. AC, PB, PS, Craig stereo. 242,
2130, 10/28

8

TIDAY'S CBDSSIDRD PUZZLI

1971 PINTO. Needs trans. but engine st!IJ good. 265·
6014. 10/28
FEMALil RED & TAN Dobermann puppies, $30.00.
265-9423. 10/28
J$'72 1\:AWASAKI 750 tripl~ superbike, Great
condition, Mu11 ~ee. $900,00. 268-9703, 10/28

6.
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ACROSS

EMPLOYMENT

Work in lhe PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233, 277·
5907. fs
WANTBD PART TIME help as Security Guards,
Hours flexible. Call S.I.A., 242-5261. Il/14
WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTORS NEEDilD. 8
hrs/week at $3.00/hr. Contact Albuquerque Parks & '
· Recreation Dept., Tom Nilson, 766-7427 or 766·
4687. 10125
·sKI ARBA help wanted In restaurants and lodges.
llxperienced or will train. Openings in New Mexico &
Colorado, Write Olen McComb, Box 312, Red River,
N.M. 81558. 10/24
OVERSEAS JOBS- summer/year-round. Europe, s.
America, Australia, Asia, elc. All fields, $500-$1200 .
monthly, Expenses paid, sightseeing. Free informa·
lion - write International Job Center, Dept. NB,
Box 4490, Berkeley, CA 94704, 11/4'
INSTRUCTORS NEEDED for 4·6 year-oltl "tots
tumbling & rhythm class" (early childhood),
$4,25/hr. Call Kathy, YWCA,247-8841, II/I
. ADDRilSSERS WANTED Jmmediatelyl Work at
·home - no experience necessary - excellent pay.
Write American Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, T(0523l. IJ/16
GIRLS: model~ needed: easy hours, plenty of time
for homework, i-5 p.m., 6103 Menual NE, 1112
WORK ON CAMPUS. Sales people wanted to sell
display advertising for the New Mexico Daily Lobo.
Call277·5656 between I p.m. and 2 p.m., or come by
Marron Hall, Rm. 133, Mon., Wed. or Fri.
tfn

ALL
LEV.I'S

MISCELLANEOUS

46 Turkish
hostel
1 Assembled 47 Eponomlst
4 Put away
----Smith
9 Exclusive
49 Negative
news story
word
14 Ordinal
50 Meridian:
number
Abbr.
suffix
51 Chinese
15 Kind of lily
wax
16 Atoll base
52 Crystal rock
17 Russia:
in crus Ia IIon
Informal: 2 54 Retained
words
58 Vex
19 ----60 "Quiet!"
Brundage: 61 Postpone
Sports VIP 62 Wise saying
20 Position
64 Repeating
differently 66 Morning
21 "It's a ---1"
song
22 Entreat
67 Firm refusal
23 "Waiting for 68 Driving area
th~,.Robt _
69 Catkin
70 Water birds
24 -----down: 71 Ending for
Shut up
car or host
26 Plunders
29 Deface.
31 Time period
DOWN
32TV
1
'Metric
unit
distortion
2 Waters or
33 Dignified
Barrymore
36 Thin
3 Things just
radiation
mentioned
lines
4 Gael
38 Opponent
39 Bookkeeping 5 Hebrew
letter
entries
6 Legal
41 Endurance
defense
43 "Balderdash!" 7 Overlooked
·
winner:
Horseracing
8 N. Carolina

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Friday Puzzle Solved:

9 Strikebearer:
Informal
10 Shelters
11 Coniferous
tree: 2
words
12 Boat accessory
13 Kind of
wood
18 Appeared
24 Make
believe
25 Kind of TV
program
27 Singer Pat
28 "Blood----and tears"
30 Cuckoos
33 Junk
34 Destroy
slowly
35 Pay back in

~~~~~--rs~

kind ·
37 Equivalent
40 Expressing
disgust
42 Offer for
sale
45 School
board mem·ber
48 Surplus
measure
53 Man's
nickname
55 The very
best
56 Covers with
concrete
57 Large B.C.
salmon
59 Eng. county
61 Venture
62 Chalice
63 ubstructlon
65 Matter: Law

7
9-,~~~~~~3~

I
I
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Now

S1150
lobo
men's

2120 Central S.E. •

shop~~~~~~

New Mexico Daily. LObo
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
L?bo
tim"es(s) beginning .
, under the heading
(cucle one): I. Personals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
-4. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Trl!vel
8. Miscellaneous.
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$ _..._..._ Pllced by _ _._--.._..Telephone

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge .
Tenns Cash in advance

Hours: 8·:30 A.M. to 4:30 P.l\11,
Monday thru Friday
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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